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CRi Mobile 
Solutions 
Deliver: 
Workforce Optimization

Improved business processes, 
streamlined workflow and a 
reduction in error, labor and 
associated costs are just some  
of the benefits our mobile 
solutions deliver. 

Brand Enhancement

Our mobile solutions update and 
enhance your brand’s image 
by increasing exposure across 
multiple platforms and devices, 
providing a powerful branding 
medium to penetrate new markets 
and increase customer retention.

Business Growth

Push notifications for direct contact 
with your customers extend the 
promotional reach for new services 
and products, and provide the 
ability to access new consumers 
and deepen ties with existing ones.

Significant Functionality

Along with fast and easy 
access to information, CRi 
mobile solutions provide offline 
capabilities for accessing, viewing 
and editing content.

We are the strategic IT partner for business leaders who want to harness technology 
to reach their goals. We use experience and expertise across multiple industries to 
create mobile strategies and solutions—from the conventional to the cutting edge—
that deliver. We align with your strategic business objectives and develop cutting-edge 
mobile solutions designed with your business and audience in mind. CRi creates 
innovative mobile solutions—for today and tomorrow.

CRi mobile experts: 

n  Deliver mobile apps for multiple platforms and devices (i.e. iOS, Android, 
Windows, Blackberry and  Web)

n  Bring proven project and delivery methodologies

n  Utilize established project reporting and communication processes and tools

n  Have demonstrable experience in designing and developing mobile solutions

n  Follow our unique strategic process for defining, developing and delivering 
mobile strategies 

Why CRi?
A Strategic Approach—To Get Mobile Solutions Great

Our technology and industry professionals understand the pitfalls that can occur when 
rushing into mobile solutions. As part of our Unique Mobile Strategy Process, we take the 
time to fully understand your business and ensure the custom mobile solution developed 
aligns with the corporate strategy. We present contrasting solutions, offer alternatives and 
explain the advantages each provides. We make sure to address the following questions:

n Why do you want to go mobile?  

n Who are your target users?

n What do you want your app to do?

n When is your app going to be used?  

Creativity to Help You Stand Out

Need an app to manage your corporate travel or a point-of-sale app to expand your 
brick-n-mortar store? We can do that. Want a fun app that is “cool” for the young age 
demographic but so intuitive and functional that your grandparents can use it? We can 
do that too! The CRi team is flexible and ready to develop a creative solution to help you 

Searching for new ways to leverage 
technology and achieve your goals? 
CRi has the answer.

together we get it great

Conventional to Cutting Edge:
CRi’s Mobile Solutions  
Get it Great

 IT Solutions
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Designed specifically for Travel and Transport’s corporate travelers, the 

eTTek Dash app empowers users with the important travel information they 

need, without the hassle or privacy concern of sending itinerary information 

to a 3rd party.

CRi came in with a unique 

approach and helped us create 

a mobile strategy and app 

solutions that were tailored to our 

business….delivering innovative 

solutions to our customers and 

a competitive advantage in the 

corporate travel industry. We look 

forward to a long and successful 

relationship with CRi

 —Mike Kubasik, SVP & CIO
Travel and Transport, the 5th largest travel 
management company in the U.S.
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CRi is the technology partner that business leaders turn to for on-demand 
technology solutions and IT talent. From the conventional to the cutting edge, we 
employ some of the best IT talent and thinkers to leverage technology in pursuit of 
our clients’ goals for greater productivity, operating effectiveness or business growth.  
Learn how CRi will help you get it great at www.clientresourcesinc.com.

About CRi

achieve your goals. We take your vision and add our innovation, 
originality and versatility to take your mobile app to the next level.

In-Depth Expertise and Hands-On Experience

Users and their devices vary widely—from Apple and Android 
to Windows, Blackberry and Web; our team will design and 
tailor a mobile solution for your business. Our mobile team 
is comprised of highly qualified engineers, UI-UX designers, 
and developers with extensive know-how and experience 
developing mobile strategies and applications to help you reach 
your audience regardless of their device.  

The Support You Need 

CRi will be with you every step of the way—we are committed 
to getting it great—from the initial mobile strategy consultation 
to design, development, quality assurance, deployment and 
publishing to  the appropriate app stores. Our service doesn’t 
end when your app goes live; we can transition our knowledge 
to your core employees, and provide ongoing maintenance and 
support as needed.  

Your Mobile Solution, Expertly Executed

When you work with CRi, you gain a team of experts who are 

dedicated to your mobile solutions. Within your designated 
timeframe, we execute a timely, customized plan to bring your 
mobile solution to market.

A Collaborative Environment

CRi works in a highly collaborative environment—utilizing a 
solution development process that incorporates client input and 
feedback at each step. Share your vision with us, and we’ll work 
with you to create a truly innovative solution.

Resources Dedicated to Your Application 
Development Requirements

CRi operates a cutting-edge development center in Omaha, 
Nebraska. Working within its highly-secure facility, CRi’s 
talented software application developers utilize an iterative 
milestone-based methodology to take your project from 
concept to execution, ensuring your mobile solution performs 
and delivers results.

Considering the competitive advantage of 
mobile strategy? 

Contact our mobile practice today at 877.926.9090 or  
info@clientresourcesinc.com.


